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Accounting for Unused Facilities
By
WYMAN P. FISKE,
Assistant Professor of Accounting,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.

T he National Association of Cost Accounta nts
does not stand sponsor for views expressed by
the writers of articles issued as Publications.
T he object of the Official Publications of the
Association is to place before the members
ideas which it is hoped may prove interesting
and suggestive. T he a rti cles wi ll c over a wide
range of subjects and present many different
viewpoints. It is not intended that they shall
reflect the particular ideas of any individual
or grou p. Constructive comments on any of
the Publications will be welcome.
Additional copies of this Publication may be
obtained from the office of the secretary. T h e
price to members is twenty-five cents per copy
and to non - members seventy -five cents per copy.

ED IT ORIAL D E PA R T M EN T N O T E
In addition to the many other intricate and annoying
problems which ha v e to be m et by the a ccou nta nt du ring
a period of depression, he is confronted by the problem of
accounting for u nu sed facilities. Of course, there are some
unu sed facilities in some pla nts at a ll times, bu t du ring a
period of bu siness depression su ch a s we ha ve been pa ssing through during the past two yea rs many plants find
that the cost of idle or unused facilities has unduly increa sed t he cost of their produ ct a t a tim e when t he selling pri ce ha s been decreased.
In this issue we are presenting what the Editor considers a n excellent as well as a timely, discussion of the
principles of accounting for unu sed facilities. The variou s
ca u ses of idle time of men a nd pla nt fa cilities a re clea rly
explained and the au thor gives some excellent suggestions for a ccou nting trea tment in ea ch ca se. Some illu strative cases a re also given, which help to present a
clea rer picture of this difficult problem.
T he a u th or of th is a rt ic le, Pr ofessor Wy ma n P. F isk e,
is a gra dua te of Ha rv a rd College and of the Ha rv a r d
Graduate School of Bu siness Administration. He i s also
a member of the Massachu setts bar. After leaving col lep,e he beca me a n instru ctor in a ccou nting a t the Ha rva rd
Business School, a position which he held for almost
five yea rs. In addition to this wo rk h e has been office
ma na ger of the Boston office of the Amosk ea g Ma nu fa cturing Company. H e is at present Assistant Pro fessor
of Accounting in the Depa rtm ent of Bu siness and Engineering Administra tion at Massachu setts Institu te of
Technology. Professor Fisk e is Vice- President of the
Boston Cha pter.
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ACCOUNTING FOR UNUSED FACILITIES
of unused productive capacity, whether it be buildings
T HEandcostmachinery
or man hours, is painfully obvious in any depression. Reduced profits (or in many cases actual losses) are
due primarily to low production; efficiency of operation is without
question even higher today than when business activity was at its
peak. However, while idle time costs are more evident during
periods of low volume, they are always present, although sometimes to a less extent. Unused capacity, seasonal variations in
demand and machine breakdowns must always be considered in
matters of price policy, in estimating and in interpreting operating
figures. Some idle time costs are recoverable through price;
others are not. Increasing emphasis is being placed on interpretation of operating figures with a view to measuring the performance of the various operating heads from the foreman up. This
necessarily involves the separation of non - controllable items from
those for which the executive or foreman may be held responsible.
There are no costs which are more likely to upset this type of
analysis than those arising from the various causes of idle time.
This is particularly true since some idle time costs are noncontrollable either by department heads or even by the administrative
heads of the business. Since idle time is such a significant factor
in profit determination, policy setting, and operating analysis, it
becomes of considerable importance to management that idle time
costs be handled properly in the accounts.
Plant and Labor Idle Time Costs
Any approach to the problem of accounting for idle time must
be based upon an analysis of the various causes for idle time.
Both labor costs and manufacturing expense are affected by idle
time but material costs are not. In most organizations the losses
arising from idle labor are less significant than those arising
from idle plant since in most cases labor costs are at least partially
controllable through lay -off. Plant costs include both building
and equipment factors and may not be checked by lay -off once an
investment has been made. In periods of depression, idle space
and machines represent largely non - controllable costs. On the
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other hand, certain idle plant costs which arise f rom various
production difficulties, may be at least partially eliminated.
Causes of Idle Time
Causes of idle time may be roughly classified into three main
groups: production, administrative and economic. While this
classification shows the fundamental cause of the idle time, it does
not indicate the controllability of the items because under each of
these main classifications there are certain items which are controllable and certain items which are definitely not controllable.
Production causes are the most common, and costs arising from
these can usually be eliminated more easily than those arising
from the other two. Economic and administrative causes of idle
time, on the other hand, are more spectacular and result in larger
losses than the first - mentioned cause.
Production Causes for Idle Time
Production causes for idle time are numerous. Foremost among
them is the fact that whatever may be the theoretical engineering
capacity of a given plant, it is never practical to produce at that
rate. It is seldom, possible to keep production flowing continuously
through all machines; there are inevitable delays for set -up and
change -over. In addition, certain time will be lost because of
necessary repairs and adjustments to the equipment. Even in the
case of labor, a shi ft from one job to a noth er a nd l ike dela ys will

cause idle time.
There are other important reasons why idle time may appear
in the production process. One writer has classified these causes
into three main headings: machine breakdown, power off, and
waiting for work.* While some machine breakdowns are unavoidable, they may be an important cause for excessive idle time,
particularly where the machinery is old and has outlived its usefulness or where repairs have been unnecessarily delayed. Careless or inexperienced operators and incorrect set -up are further
causes for this type of delay. Dependence of production upon
power is obvious. If power is off, production must stop. The
importance of this factor has prompted more than one company
* Maze and Glover —How to Analyze Costs. Chapter XV.
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to install duplicate sources of power in order to avoid shut -downs
due to failure of power. Where water power is used, it is not
uncommon to find auxiliary steam plants or to find connections
with utilities for the power supply during dry seasons. When a
company provides its own power from a steam plant, tie -ins with
utility companies are common. Probably the most frequent cause
for idle time in production, however, is lack of work for machines
and operators. This may be due to poor planning on the part of
the production department or on the part of the foreman. In
some cases it may be due to avoidable or unavoidable lack of
material or necessary tools and instructions for proceeding with
the work. Where work must be inspected before a new job is
undertaken, waiting for an inspector may be a further cause. Loss
of time due to any of these causes may be either entirely within
or without the control of the factory management. On the other
hand, the loss of power may be due to improper inspection of the
power or the lack of material to a failure of the stores department
to order needed material when the minimum point has been reached.
The power shut -down may be due to breakdown of transmission
wires; lack of material may be due to delays in transportation
or failure of a vendor to meet specifications of the purchase order.
Administrative Causes

of

Idle Time

A certain amount of idle time is incurred as a result of administrative decisions. The most common instance of this kind results
from the building of an addition to plant of a capacity greater
than is needed at the moment. This will inevitably result in idle
time until the business grows to fill this new capacity. Provided
the management has taken all factors into consideration, this idle
time cost may be less than the saving due to building and equipping
for some period ahead. Further, for most industries there is a
point of production balance; there is a favorable plant unit where
the various complements of machines provide exactly the production needed. If one group of machines has either a smaller or
larger capacity, a lack of balance will result. In the first instance,
there will develop a bottleneck which will reduce the production
of the whole plant; in the second instance, idle time in this particular department of the business will be unavoidable. Such lack
of balance may be universal in the industry. If so, prices will
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normally adjust themselves to a point where recovery is made for
the cost incurred. Sometimes the lack of balance is due to an
effort to meet competition. A small shop may put in a special
machine as a service to one or two of its large customers in order
to hold their business even though the capacity of the machine
cannot be used at the time and probably will not be needed for
years to come. The idle time resulting from such a purchase is,
of course, the result of an administrative decision and does not
arise from any fault of the production department. From the
very nature of these causes, the administrative sources of idle
time are in every case controllable in the sense that they may be
avoided by administrative action. Even though they are controllable, in many cases it may be good business judgment to incur
the idle time rather than to take the steps necessary to avoid them.
Industries using highly skilled labor often incur considerable
amounts of idle time in order to maintain an organization and
avoid the cost of training new help. Thus, watchmaking calls for
a high degree of skill. In periods of low production, consideration must be given the comparative costs of idle time, if extensive
lay -offs are not made, and of training new workmen, later, if layoffs are made. In the soft drink industry, a sharply defined
seasonal activity raises the same problem. If the period of low
production is sufficiently extended, it will be cheaper to lay off
and rebuild the organization; if the slump is short, it will be
cheaper to retain the help. The loss in the latter case will usually
arise in the form of using higher rated workmen on less skilled
work such as building repairs or general factory labor. This type
of idle time cost is probably more nearly of the administrative
than of the production type.
Economic Causes of Idle Time: Seasonal and Cyclical
The third main group of causes of idle time is economic in
nature. These causes may be subdivided into three groups: seasonal, cyclical, and industrial. Everyone is familiar with the many
industries which are operating under conditions of a distinct and
sharp variation in seasonal demand. Common illustrations are
the coal and ice business, the ice cream business and the automobile industry. In all of these businesses, unless goods can be
stored without deterioration and without too great carrying
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charges, it will be practically impossible to maintain an even rate
of production. This means, of course, that at periods of low
production there will be unused capacity. It is true that in some
cases it is possible to supplement one business with another and
in this way to avoid seasonal variations. This has been done by
combining the coal and ice businesses and by adding ice cream to
the milk business in order to take care of a surplus of production
during the summer months. Another illustration is the manufacture of steel toys by an automobile stamping company. If such
complementary businesses cannot be found, there will be unavoidable seasonal idle time arising from the very nature of the industry. Cyclical forces affect all business. There are alternate periods of feverish activity and extreme dullness entirely beyond
control by the individual concern.
Cyclical fluctuations in business are familiar and are an important cause of idle plant costs. In the present state of knowledge, it is not possible to prevent or even to materially narrow
these variations in production and consumption for industry as a
whole. It is even more impossible for an individual business to
do much more than to float along in the stream of economic forces.
Some of the losses arising from cyclical fluctuations can be avoided
by executive action. Thus losses arising from unused capacity
may be reduced by maintaining a productive capacity less than that
apparently called for at peaks of prosperity. In such a case, the
extra capacity needed at the peak may be provided through overtime, night shifts, or by letting out work, thus avoiding the idle
time resulting from acquiring extra capacity needed for short
periods only. Avoidance of all idle time arising from cyclical
causes is neither possible nor profitable. The fixed nature of
plant costs will continue as an important factor causing fluctuations in unit costs under varying production. Furthermore, all
attempts to interpret the results of operations must be based on a
knowledge of the extent to which those results are affected by
cyclical idle time.
Economic Causes of Idle Time: Industrial
In addition to the seasonal and cyclical types of variation which
are common to most industries, there are broad changes in demand
which will at times create a condition of overcapacity in whole
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industries at a given time. Examples of this are the coal industry
in England and the textile industries in this country. In the case
of the cotton industry, shifting demand from cotton to silk and
rayon has been a factor in creating a chronic condition of overcapacity in this industry. A considerable number of industries
found themselves in a like condition after the war when large
capacities had been added to take care of war demands. Additional building was in many cases practically unavoidable, in some
cases having been ordered by the government under threat of
government control if the individual company did not comply.
After the peak demand passed, these companies found themselves
unable to use the capacities which had been created. This type of
idle time is not only unavoidable but the costs arising from it are
not recoverable through price. It is usually not practical to
liquidate or to use the equipment for other purposes. The investment is fixed and the industry as a whole must be satisfied with
such return upon the investment as it can get from prices created
by forces of demand and supply. While it is true that in the long
run industry must recover all its costs including a fair return
upon the investment, this is not true under the conditions cited
above. The return on such investments becomes largely in the
nature of rent in the economic sense, since the source of supply
of the product in question has become fixed.
Accounting for Idle Time
The problem of accounting for idle time is one that must be
decided upon the basis of better administrative control. The costs
arising from the many types of idle time have been largely disregarded in the past; by neglecting to separate these costs, the result
has been to include in every case idle time as a factor in manufacturing costs. The ultimate purpose of all accounting is to
provide management with the necessary facts upon which action
may be taken to increase profits by decreasing expense, and to
provide management with the basis for evaluating the results
produced by the various responsible heads. From both of these
points of view, idle time deserves separate treatment in the accounts.
The large amount of waste in production was made startlingly
apparent in the Hoover report. The profitableness of eliminating
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waste wherever possible is obvious, but until the amount of loss
arising from various sources is known, the extent to which decided action to avoid the loss should be taken cannot be known.
The cost of reducing or eliminating certain types of expense
would be greater than the expense itself. Idle time represents a
group of expenses rather than a single expense and probably the
greatest error which has been made in treating it in the past has
been to lump all types of idle time costs together, thereby including
both controllable production idle time with non - controllable economic idle time in the same account. By setting up a procedure to
accumulate the costs of idle time arising from the various important sources, it may be possible to take steps to reduce the
sources of greatest loss. It may be sound administrative action to
assume idle time expense in order to meet competition or in order
to obtain the advantages of an economical expansion of plant;
such steps should be taken, however, only with all the facts in
hand. If management were interested in total costs alone, there
would be no need of keeping records of cost of idle time since
it could be included by neglect, but if the management is interested
in information as a basis for control, it is necessary to accumulate
information regarding the cost of idle time.
Accounting for Idle Time to Place Responsibility
Further, segregation of the various idle time costs is essential
in the analysis of operating results. Satisfactory operating control
requires sharply defined lines of responsibility and authority. If
a department head or superintendent is to be held responsible for
results, factory accounting must accumulate charges in terms of
individual responsibility. In appraising the results of operation,
it is essential that items for which the department head may be
held responsible should be separated from those over which he
has no control.
High costs in a given department may be due to low production
or to idle time caused by power failure or lack of materials. None
of these factors reflect on the ability of the department heads.
Data as to the effect of each on costs must be available if an intelligent analysis of results is to be possible. Only upon the basis of
complete information can steps be taken to return costs to their
normal level.
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of Idle Time Costs

An adequate accounting control must provide for accumulating,
charging and reporting costs. The accumulation of idle time costs
may be accomplished in several different ways, depending on the
cause of the idle time. In some cases, the charges may be determined by collateral analysis rather than by accumulation of costs
in the ledgers. If the basic data is gathered regularly, such a procedure may be entirely satisfactory. Thus, there is no value in
setting up an account for seasonal idle time in a soft drink business; equally good results may be obtained from an analysis of
burden variances provided records are kept of hours during whichmen and machines are occupied and idle. On the other hand, if
men normally used on skilled work are transferred to low -grade
jobs, it will be necessary to accumulate in a suitable account the
difference between wages paid to these men and standard or normal
rates for similar work; if this is not done, total wages paid will be
charged to work in process. Generally it will be necessary to set
up accounts to accumulate idle time costs arising from direct labor,
but not from burden. In the latter case, reports of idle machine
hours and man hours, classified as to causes, should give adequate control of the situation; this information will also make
possible analysis of burden variances. The importance of making
out idle time tickets for both men and machines, rather than including such time on job tickets, should be impressed upon foremen and clerks.
Charging Idle Time
The problem of charging idle time is difficult. It is equally
clear that some idle time (such as normal seasonal idleness) is a
proper charge against the product, and that other idle time (such
as idle equipment costs arising from excess capacity purchased
for future possible expansion) may not be charged against the
product. Decision in particular cases, however, is not always easy.
Even when idle time is a proper charge against production, it generally is not allocable to a specific job. Idle time will normally be
charged to product through the determination of burden rates by
using as a divisor (in determining those rates) hours fewer in
number than maximum operation hours. Ordinarily where idle
time is universal in an industry due to seasonal fluctuations or to
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peculiar operating conditions, the normal idle hours may be subtracted from maximum hours in determining the divisor to be used
in computing burden rates. When the idle time arises from individual conditions or from a chronic state of overcapacity throughout an industry, such idle hours may not be deducted with any
expectation of recovery in selling prices. The basis for these conclusions is the economic principle of normal prices. In the long
run price must return all costs, including a return on investment
to those concerns above the margin. So if seasonal idle time costs
are normal and unavoidable in a particular industry, that industry
must recover such costs if it is to continue. Thus the canning industry which operates only during the limited periods of various
crops must in the long run recover through selling prices all costs,
including costs during shut -down.
Illustrations*
The charging of idle time may well be indicated by the discussion
of a few illustrations. The examples following cover: first, the
charging of direct labor costs, and second, manufacturing expense
arising from idle time of several varieties.
Labor: Leslie Brass Works
The Leslie Brass Works employs in one of its operations a
group of highly skilled workmen. These men are normally paid
under a wage incentive plan which does not include any minimum
guarantee. The difficulty of obtaining and training satisfactory
men for this work is such that most of this group is retained
regardless of fluctuations in production. During periods of low
production, it was sometimes necessary to place these men on
work with which they were not familiar and on which they could
not reach normal production. It was further necessary to guarantee them a wage higher than necessary for men capable of performing the less skilled jobs. The foreman of the department to
which these men were transferred objected to a charge against his
department of the total wages paid the higher rated men, on the
ground that resulting costs would be high through no fault of his;
* The Leslie Brass Works and Ford's Farina, Inc., have been condensed and
adapted from problems in Saunders, Problems in Industrial Accounting.
McGraw -Hill Book Company. 1930.
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it was no advantage to him to have the services of this group since
his own labor was both less skilled and more readily discharged
in times of low production. The foreman was clearly right. The
difference between actual wages paid the skilled men and the
normal rate at which orders were charged should be charged to the
department to which the men belonged as skilled workmen. In
this way, the extra cost would appear in the unabsorbed labor
account of the department where idleness required the shift. Over
a period of years, the production of this department should absorb the whole expense of the department, including the cost of
maintaining the organization during periods of low production.
Plant Expansion: Ford's Farina, Inc.
A somewhat similar situation occurred in the case of Ford's
Farina, Inc. This company had started in a very small way and
had located its factory without particular regard to transportation
costs. The location did have publicity value. When the business
had expanded beyond the capacity of the original factory, the
company erected a second unit on a railroad siding in order to
eliminate trucking of raw materials and finished product. This
advantage of the new plant over the old made costs lower. The
management of the company accordingly attempted to keep the
new plant at full capacity and to use the old plant only when the
business was greater than the capacity of the new plant. This
policy further increased the unit cost of operation at the old plant
as the expense of carrying the idle equipment had to be absorbed
on a smaller output. The superintendents of each mill were held
responsible for the efficiency of operations. Complete reports were
made up for both plants in addition to a combined statement for
the concern; a direct comparison was accordingly easily made.
Such a comparison was usually unfavorable to the older unit
because of the production policy followed by the management.
The treatment of the idle time losses thus became an issue, the
superintendent of the older plant contending that inasmuch as he
had no control over the production allocated to his plant, a portion
of the idle time losses should be allocated to the new plant which
benefited from the policy. The treasurer suggested the development and use of a standard burden rate for each mill. This burden rate was to be computed for the newer mill by dividing the
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total expense for each burden center by the normal operating
capacity for the center, in terms of machine hours, labor hours or
other appropriate bases for charging the product. In the case of
the older mill, however, a different basis was to be used. Total expense for each center would be accumulated in the usual manner;
the rate, on the other hand, would be computed by using as a
divisor not the normal operating capacity, but a capacity which
bears the same relation to the theoretical maximum capacity of
the older mill as the normal operating capacity of the newer mill
bears to its theoretical maximum capacity. The rate for this mill
could not be expected to absorb the total factory expense over the
actual production. Considerable unabsorbed expense would be inevitable since actual production was certain to be less than figured
capacity used. The treasurer's suggestion was based on the assumption that in every case the newer mill would be operated at
maximum possible rate and that the older mill would produce only
the excess over this rate. The use of the arbitrary capacity for
the older mill would put it on an equal basis with the newer one,
and would allow costs to be figured without penalty for idle equipment. Burden unabsorbed because of lack of orders could then
be segregated on the combined statement.
The problem here was principally one of reporting and analysis.
The costs in the older mill were undoubtedly higher and through
no fault of the superintendent. Costs arising from unused capacity should not have been allowed to confuse the records as an
index of efficiency. The treasurer's suggestion, extended somewhat, was therefore the most sound. The use of a standard burden rate would prevent the possibility of charging idle capacity
costs to production. The segregation of the unused capacity costs
of the monthly reports, both of the individual and of the combined
plants, would serve to direct the attention of management to the
cost of idleness. If, in addition to this, budgetary standards could
have been prepared for various operating capacities, a basis would
have been available for measuring productive efficiency; comparison of actual expenses with the standard for the particular level
of production would have shown the success with which the superintendent was controlling expenses. In this way sound costs
could have been determined, the costs of idleness would have been
365
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shown, and a satisfactory index of efficiency would have been
available.

Seasonal Idle Time Costs: The Jones Beverage Company
The Jones Beverage Company manufactured a line of carbonated beverages. The sales of this company normally showed wide
seasonal fluctuations, most of the business being done in the summer months. The management of this company had succeeded to
some extent in building up winter sales but not enough to effect
greatly the sharpness of the seasonal variations. The company's
accountants had always determined unit costs by dividing production in equivalent cases of pints into actual expenses. This naturally caused wide variations in unit costs as reported to the managing executives. It was finally suggested to the accountants
that the variations in unit cost were confusing and not indicative
of variations in plant operating efficiency. The principal cause for
variation in costs was the inflexibility of most of the overhead
expenses in relation to production schedules. Most of these items
were functions of time rather than of production. The suggestion was made that by dividing the normal hours of production into
total annual overhead expenses, a standard hourly rate could be
determined and used for charging production. Variations in unit
cost would then be due entirely to variations in material used and
to variations in the production per hour; they would be independent of idle time costs which would appear as unabsorbed
burden balances. Since idle time is normal to the industry, the
normal hours used in determining the burden rate would be exclusive of idle time; production would thus be charged with total
costs and over a year under- and over - absorbed burden balances
should cancel. The final results would therefore not be different
under the suggested plan. The current operating reports would,
however, be a much better basis for control since the factors of
operating efficiency and idle capacity are separated.
Unused Capacity: The Huson Rubber Company
As a final illustration of the problem of charging idle time, the
case of the Huson Rubber Company provides an excellent example
of unused capacity. The Huson Rubber Company was formed
by the consolidation of a group of independent rubber companies
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specializing in various rubber products. When the consolidation
was completed, production was concentrated in only a part of the
plants owned. This effected savings in operating expense. At the
time this program was completed, sale of the unused facilities
was not possible. It was clear that for a period of years charges
on these idle plants must be borne by the organization. The accounting disposition of these charges thus became a problem. The
amount of the charges was entirely beyond the control of the
operating officials who objected to the inclusion of such costs in
manufacturing. Accordingly, after some discussion, the charges
were accumulated in a special account, Unused Facilities— Carrying Charges, and reported on the statements as a non - operating
expense, deducted after operating profits.
Reporting Idle Time
Accounting reports may be classified into two groups, periodic
financial reports and current operating reports. Unused facility
costs of administrative and economic types should, if of significant
amount, receive separate treatment in periodic financial reports.
Unabsorbed burden and unused capacity charges are appearing on
operating and income statements with increasing frequency. The
greater the stress laid upon accounting as a control tool and as an
index of successful accomplishment, the more attention must be
given in the reports to unused facility costs of the administrative
and economic types. A skeleton report including such costs is
given below:
Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X X X
Cost of Goods Sold
Materials, Labor and Factory Expense Charged
to Production . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X X X
Unabsorbed Factory O v e r h e a d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XX
XXX
Gross Margin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sel l i n g a n d A dm i n i st r a t i ve E xpe n ses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net Oper atin g P r ofi t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Non - Operating Deductions:
Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
X
Unused C a p a c i t y C o s t s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
X

XX
X
XX

NetIncom e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

XX
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Some question might be raised concerning the inclusion of
Unabsorbed Factory Overhead in Cost of Goods. It is a factory
cost, however, and its inclusion at that point makes possible the
determination of total factory costs and does not prevent the
analysis of unabsorbed overhead.
Idle time costs arising from production causes are usually quite
clearly manufacturing costs and will be included in the statements
as such. It is not usual for such costs to be given separate treatment in the summary statements. Control of these costs is ordinarily through current operating reports. Thus an important production report is an Idle Machine Report showing idle machine
hours and the causes of such idleness. This report is statistical in
nature in that it is in hours and not in dollars; it provides, however, the basis for analyses of idleness costs.
In addition to time reports, the weekly and monthly factory
statements should show under- and over - absorbed burden and
idle labor costs. These figures will provide indexes of idleness in
the various departments. If excessive idle time is indicated, such
balances should be analyzed according to the various sources of
loss. Thus Department M of the Howard Mills showed in June,
1931, an underabsorbed factory expense item of $1,85o in an account that included expenses of only $9,000. Lack of orders was
clearly the principal cause, but in order to determine to just what
extent it explained the balance, an analysis was made on the basis
of the following facts:
June, 193J
Normal
Actual
11,000
Direct Labor Hour s . . . . . . . . . . 15, 000
$9,000
Factory Expense . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 9 , 7 5 0
Factory Expense per Direct
Labor Hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.65
$0.815
Expense Charged to Product. .$9,750
$7,150
$ 1 ,850
Under- Absorbed Expense . . . . .
Standard direct labor hours for the work actually done were
Budget estimates of factory expenses for 1 2 , 0 0 0 labor
hours showed a total of $8,970; for 11,00o hours the same estimates showed a total of $8,670. The unabsorbed balance was
therefore due to:
12 , 0 0 0 .
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A. Lack of orders
3, 0 0 0 hours at $0.65............$1,950
less normal decrease in expense
budget ($9,750-$8,970).......... 78o

$1,170

B. Reduction in running time
1 , 0 o o hours at $o.65 .............$ 65o
less corresponding decrease in
expense budget ($8,790- $8,67o) 300

$ 350

C. Excess of
budget

$ 330

actual

expense

( $ 9 , 0 0 0 - $8,67o)

over

.......

Total unabsorbed expense....

$1,850

Conclusion
Unused facilities are an important source of waste in industry.
Losses of this general type arise from three sources: production
difficulties, administrative decision and the action of uncontrollable economic forces. Losses from the first source should usually
be charged to production. Those from the other two sources are
usually without the control of the operating executives and may
not be charged against production without rendering the accounting figures valueless for control purposes. In most cases, idle
time losses will not be accumulated in special accounts but will
be controlled through current production reports or through analysis of unabsorbed expense balances. The increasing use of accounting figures as an index of accomplishment makes it essential for the accountant to consider the effect of uncontrollable
idle time losses on costs.
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